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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we propose an intelligent distributed query processing method considering the character-
istics of a distributed ontology environment. We suggest more general models of the distributed ontology
query and the semantic mapping among distributed ontologies compared with the previous works. Our
approach rewrites a distributed ontology query into multiple distributed ontology queries using the
semantic mapping, and we can obtain the integrated answer through the execution of these queries. Fur-
thermore, we propose a distributed ontology query processing algorithm with several query optimization
techniques: pruning rules to remove unnecessary queries, a cost model considering site load balancing
and caching, and a heuristic strategy for scheduling plans to be executed at a local site. Finally, experi-
mental results show that our optimization techniques are effective to reduce the response time.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the Semantic Web, the definitions of resources and the rela-
tionship between resources are described by an ontology in order
to automatically interpret the resources and retrieve useful infor-
mation. The resources in the Web are independently generated in
many locations. Thus, even if the ontologies describe resources in
the same (similar) domain, they can use different representations
(i.e., language and schema). Also, the ontologies are managed by
various local ontology management systems which have different
capabilities and strategies for storing and query processing. Under
these environment, some Web applications want to access the
ontologies without regard to the heterogeneity and the dispersion
of the ontologies and the local systems. In order to support such a
request, an efficient query processing over the distributed ontolo-
gies is essential. Of course, existing distributed query processing
techniques can be applied to query the distributed ontologies.
However, they confront the limitations of the efficiency and the
functionality since some important characteristics of a distributed
ontology environment are not considered.

Fig. 1 shows an example of the distributed ontology environ-
ment. There are three kinds of ontologies, UNIV, COLLEGE, and
PUB which are managed in three different sites and two types of
local systems (i.e., LS1; LS2). UNIV and COLLEGE describe the infor-
mation of the university and the college, respectively, and PUB

describes the publication information. For the simplicity, we de-
scribe only the schema and omit the instance part. These ontolo-
gies are independently generated but related to each other even
if they have different schemas. For example, let us suppose the fol-
lowing conditions: first, the concept of Professor in UNIV is defined
as the concept of Lecturer in COLLEGE. Second, the information of
the authors in PUB can be found in UNIV and COLLEGE. In this dis-
tributed ontology environment, consider the following example
queries:

Example 1. Q1: Find professors who teach ‘Algorithm’.

Example 2. Q 2: Find authors who wrote publications about
‘Semantic Web’ and also retrieve the name and the email addresses
of the authors.

In order to find the answer of query Q 1, we should retrieve
professors and lecturers who teach ‘Algorithm’ from UNIV and
COLLEGE, respectively. For query Q2, UNIV and COLLEGE should
be searched along with PUB to find the personal information of
the authors who wrote papers about ‘Semantic Web’. For such a
query, in order to efficiently find the answer dispersed in several
ontologies and local sites, a distributed query processing method
considering the heterogeneity of the ontologies is required.

The use of the semantic mapping is a representative approach
to deal with the heterogeneity among different ontologies (Borg-
ida and Serafini, 2003; Haase and Motik, 2005; Motik et al.,
2004; Serafini and Andrei, 2005). In (Borgida and Serafini, 2003;
Serafini and Andrei, 2005), the semantic mapping is the semantic
relationship (i.e., subsumption or equivalence) between concepts
(i.e., classes or properties) in two different ontologies and it has
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been extended to that between views (i.e., queries) (Haase and
Motik, 2005; Motik et al., 2004). However, the previous works
do not support more general semantic mapping and distributed
query covering more than two ontologies. Besides, most of them
have focused on only the rewriting of the query using the seman-
tic mapping, and do not make an issue of the efficient distributed
query evaluation (i.e., query rewriting, scheduling, and execution).

In this paper, we resolve issues of the distributed query process-
ing over multiple heterogeneous ontologies. We extend the models
of the distributed query and the semantic mapping to support
more general distributed ontology query answering compared
with previous works. Furthermore, we present a distributed ontol-
ogy query processing algorithm with several query optimization
techniques considering the characteristics of the distributed ontol-
ogy environment.

The contributions of the paper are as follows:
Extended models of the distributed ontology query and the

semantic mapping: We present a general distributed ontology
query model to cover multiple different ontologies. We also pres-
ent a general semantic mapping model in which more than two
ontologies can be associated. The extension of query and semantic
mapping models makes it possible to include relevant data which
could not be accessed before in the query result. Also, our approach
logically integrates independently grown distributed ontologies
through the query rewriting based on the semantic mapping. As
a result, we can efficiently extract an integrated answer of a dis-
tributed query over different ontologies.

Optimization techniques for an efficient query processing on
the distributed ontologies: Multiple distributed queries are gen-
erated from an original distributed query to obtain results from
dispersed ontologies. In order to remove unnecessary operations
and to increase the parallelism among executions of the multiple
queries, we suggest several optimization techniques. First, we
present pruning rules to remove invalid and redundant queries.
Second, we suggest a heuristic strategy for scheduling plans to be
executed at a local site. Third, we propose a cost model considering
site load balancing and caching for processing multiple distributed
queries.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we review related work. In Section 3, we present a distributed
ontology query model and a semantic mapping model. Section 4
describes a distributed query processing technique with several
query optimization techniques over distributed ontologies. Section
5 contains the results of experiments. Finally, in Section 6, we con-
clude this paper.

2. Related work

Recently, the research on a query processing over distributed
ontologies has been performed. Stuckenschmidt et al. (2005) sug-

gests a global data summary for locating data matching query an-
swers in different sources and the query optimization. However,
Stuckenschmidt et al. (2005) assumes that all distributed ontolo-
gies can be accessed in a uniform way like a global schema. In other
words, the heterogeneity of schemas of the distributed ontologies
is not considered. Besides, many tasks are concentrated on the
mediator. As well as query scheduling, the merge (i.e., join) of all
local query results is also executed in the mediator. Thus, when
the mediator receives requests for many queries at the same time,
the bottleneck on the mediator is inevitable.

The most of research on the query answering over distributed
ontologies are based on the P2P architecture. Edutella (Nejdl
et al., 2002) uses an unstructured P2P network which has no meth-
od to route a query to the relevant ontologies. Instead, the query is
broadcasted in the entire network. Thus, a huge amount of unnec-
essary network traffic incurs. As a successor of Edutella, to provide
better scalability, Nejdl et al. (2003) presents a schema-based
query routing strategy in a hierarchical topology using the super-
peer concept. Nejdl et al. (2003) also suggests a rule-based media-
tion between two different schemas in order to collect results from
many peers using heterogeneous schemas. SomeRDFs (Adjiman
et al., 2007) supports the semantic mapping between two atomic
concepts and between the domain (or range) of a property and a
class. Piazza (Halevy et al., 2003) proposes a language (heavily re-
lies on XQuery/XPath) to describe the semantic mapping between
two different ontologies. In these works, for distributed query
answering, a peer reformulates a query by using the semantic
mapping and forwards the reformulated query to another peer re-
lated by the semantic mapping.

DRAGO (Serafini and Andrei, 2005) focuses on a distributed rea-
soning based on the P2P-like architecture. In DRAGO, every peer
maintains a set of ontologies and the semantic mapping between
its local ontologies and remote ontologies located in other peers.
A reasoning service is performed by a local reasoner for the locally
registered ontologies and the reasoning is propagated to the other
peers when the local ontologies are semantically connected to the
other remote ontologies. The semantic mapping supported in DRA-
GO is only the subsumption relationship between two atomic con-
cepts. Besides, it does not support the ABox reasoning.

KAONP2P (Haase and Wang, 2007) also suggests the P2P-like
architecture for query answering over distributed ontologies.
KAONP2P supports more extended semantic mapping which de-
scribes the correspondence between views of two different ontolo-
gies, where each view is represented by a conjunctive query. For the
distributed query answering, it generates a virtual ontology includ-
ing a target ontology to which the query is issued and the semantic
mapping between the target and the other ontologies. Then, the
query evaluation is performed against the virtual ontology.

OBSERVER (Mena et al., 2000a) does not consider the P2P envi-
ronment. Non the less, the goal is also to find an answer of an
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Fig. 1. An example of the distributed ontology environment.
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